1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Until recently, the essential role of taste was considered to be the detection of nutritious and poisonous substances. Accumulating evidence indicates that taste receptors mediate diverse important nontasting roles through various specialized mechanisms. This perspective is closer to Ayurveda vision on taste (Sanskrit*rasa*).

Concerning the number of taste modalities, modern science recognized five (sweet, bitter, salty, sour, and umami), while Ayurveda six (*madhura*: sweet,*lavana*: salty,*amla*: sour,*katu*: pungent,*tikta*: bitter, and*kashaya*: astringent).

The sense of taste is governed by distinct cell types located in the taste buds that express only one type of specific taste receptor (TR). There are four categories of taste bud cells: type I, type II, type III, and type IV. Type II cells (or receptor cells) are involved in bitter, sweet, and umami detection, while type III (or presynaptic cells) in sour taste perception \[[@B1]--[@B4]\]. It is not yet clear whether type I (glial-like supporting cells similar to astrocytes) \[[@B5]\] or type III cells (presynaptic cells) play the main role in salty taste perception \[[@B6]--[@B8]\]. Type IV cells are basal cell type, responsible for renewal of taste bud cells and mechanoreception \[[@B9], [@B10]\].

Sweet, bitter, umami tastes, and probably astringency trigeminal orosensation also, are mediated via G protein-coupled receptors, while salty and sour tastes, as well as pungency trigeminal orosensation, involve different systems, which include specialized membrane ion channels \[[@B1], [@B2], [@B11]--[@B13]\].

Interestingly, since their discovery in the tongue, the taste receptors, along with several taste signal transduction molecules, have been demonstrated to be expressed in many extraoral locations (e.g., stomach, intestines, liver, pancreas, respiratory system, heart, brain, kidney, urinary bladder, adipose tissue, testis, spermatozoa, lymphocytes, and endocrine glands) \[[@B14]--[@B21]\] (see [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Taking into account the wide tissue distribution of taste receptors, a surprisingly strange conclusion arises: the whole body is endowed with taste receptors. At the origin taste receptors were chemoreceptors. Wherever in a biological organism the perception of certain chemicals is necessary, the existence of such receptors is mandatory. What at first glance seemed astonishing (taste receptors everywhere), at further scrutiny appeared as self-evident and necessary (chemoreceptors anywhere they are needed).

This review is intended to summarize and discuss the significance of extraoral taste receptors and other chemosensory processors for ayurvedic pharmacology.

2. Taste Reception and Moreover {#sec2}
===============================

Sweet taste receptors are heterodimers of the G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), T1R2, and T1R3 \[[@B22]\]. A wide range of natural or artificial sweet tastants, from simple six-carbon saccharides to guanidinoacetic acids, large peptides, and polypeptides, bind to this single T1R2/T1R3 dimeric receptor \[[@B23]\]. T1R3 subunit has been also shown to form homodimers (T1R3/T1R3) that bind monosaccharides and disaccharides \[[@B24]\], as well as heterodimers (T1R1/T1R3) that bind L-amino acids, mediating the so called "umami" taste. Bitter tasting compounds are detected by receptors belonging to the T2R family of receptor proteins. There are only approximately 25 different T2Rs \[[@B25]\], which detect more than 800 bitter tasting compounds \[[@B26], [@B27]\]. This is possible because certain T2Rs have a low selectivity (they are more promiscuous, having a broad receptor repertoire or breadth of tuning) \[[@B28]--[@B30]\]. Sweet, umami and bitter taste receptors share a common transduction mechanism based on activation of the heterotrimeric G protein, whose *β*/*γ* subunit further conveys the signal for membrane depolarization and generation of an action potential \[[@B3], [@B31]\].

Ayurveda classifies meat taste as sweet, although modern science classifies it as umami (the Japanese word "umai" means "meaty"); therefore within ayurvedic framework umami should be considered as a peculiar sweet submodality \[[@B32]\]. Interestingly, several scientific findings support the ayurvedic perspective: (1) there are important structural similarities between sweet (T1R2/T1R3) and umami (T1R1/T1R3) taste receptors, both heterodimers, having one subunit in common \[[@B33]\]; (2) mice perceive synergistic umami mixtures (glutamate and ribonucleotide) as tasting sweet \[[@B34]\]; (3) taste cells coexpress the sweet taste and umami taste receptor subunits (all three T1R subunits) \[[@B35]\].

Ayurveda classifies also fats (e.g., clarified butter or ghee, marrow fat, and the majority of oils) as having sweet taste \[[@B36]\]; therefore within ayurvedic framework the newly proposed "fatty taste" should be considered as another peculiar sweet submodality. Several studies showed that tastants eliciting fat taste, like free fatty acids (FFA), may be detected by specific GPCR (e.g., GPCR120) \[[@B37]--[@B39]\] and a rather unusual gustatory detector, CD36 (i.e., cluster of differentiation 36), a multifunctional versatile ancestral protein, widely distributed in the body (microvascular endothelium, macrophages, dendritic cells, microglia, retina, erythroid precursors, platelets, liver, adipose tissue, heart, skeletal muscles, breast, kidney, and gut) \[[@B40], [@B41]\]. These two lipid sensors are coexpressed, probably in type II taste bud cells, and cooperate in fat detection \[[@B41], [@B42]\]. CD36 displays a greater binding affinity for long chain fatty acids (LCFA) than GPCR120, having the primary role in fat detection, and its expression is downregulated during a meal, in contrast with GPCR120 expression, which is not changed during the meal \[[@B43]\]. The signaling cascade induced by LCFA in taste bud cells showed several similarities with the signal transduction cascade specific for sweet, bitter, and umami taste: GPCR involvement, activation of phospholipase C, calcium signaling, and transient cell depolarization are caused by the opening of the Na^+^-permeable channel called transient receptor potential melastatin-5 (TRPM5) \[[@B41], [@B44], [@B45]\].

"Fatty taste" perception via CD36-GCCRs pathway is not the single perception modality. It seems that dual, complementary mechanisms are involved in the detection of dietary fats: (1) a high-sensitivity specifically tuned mechanism (CD36-GCCRs pathway), located in the gustatory epithelium, is involved in the detection of low concentrations of LCFA present in food items or released from triglycerides by a lingual lipase, (2) a low sensitivity, broadly tuned mechanism, represented by the trigeminal pathway, is located in the nongustatory epithelium, involved in the detection of high concentrations of various types of FFA \[[@B41]\].

Astringency is not recognized as a distinct taste, its perception being possible with nontaste oral tissues, and increased with repetitive sampling (a characteristic typical for trigeminal sensation, not for taste sensation) \[[@B12], [@B46], [@B47]\]. The most widely accepted definition is that astringency is a long lasting sensorial experience of drying, puckering, or roughness on the tongue and oral cavity, produced by certain food and beverages, most of them rich in tannins, like unripe fruits, nut skin, cocoa, green tea, grape seeds, and red wine \[[@B48]\]. Other compounds able to produce astringent sensation are metal salts (e.g., aluminum ammonium sulfate, aluminum potassium sulfate), acids (e.g., tartaric acid), and dehydrating agents \[[@B49]\]. Scientists explained most often astringency as a trigeminal orosensation: astringent compounds are detected by trigeminal sensors and activate a G protein-coupled signaling pathway that involves recruitment of adenylate cyclase, followed by the activation of cyclic nucleotide-gated channels, and does not involve transient receptor potential (TRP) channels \[[@B12]\]. The astringent signal amplification takes place by Cl^−^ efflux through Ca^2+^-activated Cl^−^ channels in the trigeminal neurons \[[@B50]\]. A possible synergism between a chemosensory and mechanosensory activation of trigeminal sensors was suggested, but this is still under debate and requires validation \[[@B50]\]. The precipitation of salivary proteins by food tannins, especially proline-rich proteins, followed by stimulation of oral mechanosensors \[[@B51]\], as contributing mechanism to the astringency perception, is more or less accepted by the scientists today \[[@B12]\].

Salty and sour are recognized as "mineral taste," both being evoked by elemental ions (salty taste by Na^+^ concentrations from 10 mM to 500 mM, while sour taste by acidic pH and also weak organic acids, able to permeate the membrane) \[[@B3]\].

Regarding salty taste, the precise transduction mechanisms responsible for this taste and their location remain still unclear \[[@B52]\]. It is not clarified yet whether type I or type III cells are the principal actors in salty taste detection \[[@B6]--[@B8], [@B53]\].

Appetitive responses to NaCl (\<100 mM NaCl, called "low salt") have been linked most likely to amiloride-sensitive epithelial sodium channels (ENaC), while aversive responses to high-salt (\>300 mM, referred as "high-salt") have been correlated with the recruitment of the two primary aversive taste pathways by activating the sour- and bitter-taste-sensing cells and are considered to be amiloride-insensitive \[[@B6], [@B54]\].

ENaC are expressed on type I taste cells of taste buds \[[@B7], [@B8]\]. The classical taste "receptor," in case of appetitive salty taste, is actually a specific transport pathway that allows selectively the Na^+^ and Li^+^ cations (and not other monovalent cations) to enter the taste bud cell and afterwards to spread depolarizing current \[[@B55]\]. ENaC was first proposed to play a role in salty taste over 30 years ago \[[@B55]\]. Scientists know today that ENaCs located in the apical membrane are essential for salty taste perception, but also basolateral channels may contribute \[[@B2]\]. Four homologous epithelial Na channel (ENaC) subunits (*α*, *β*, *γ*, and *δ*) have been identified in mammals. All four ENaC subunits were identified in human taste bud cells as well as in nonchemosensory lingual tissue \[[@B56]\]. The main ENaC is a heterotrimeric assembly of *α*, *β*, and *γ* subunits, characterized primarily by its high affinity for amiloride, a potassium-sparing diuretic which acts precisely by blocking ENaC. The tissue distribution pattern of ENaC isoforms is different, *δ* subunit being expressed mainly in nonepithelial cells, in the brain (cerebellum, cerebral cortex, hippocampus, caudate nucleus, and putamen), pancreas, liver, testis, and ovary, whereas *β* and *γ* subunits mainly in the epithelial cells, in the kidney, lung, and colon \[[@B57], [@B58]\]. It is not yet clear whether ENaC*δ* is functional in vivo in association with other subunits or active as monomer \[[@B57]\].

High-salt response is nonselective (the detector recognizes a wide range of salts, e.g., Na^+^, K^+^, NH~4~^+^, Ca^2+^, etc.) and it was proposed to be TRPM5/PLC*β*2 dependent in bitter-, as well as in sour-sensing cells \[[@B54], [@B59]\].

Regarding the sour taste, the molecular identity of sour receptor is still unknown \[[@B60]\]. Although several candidates for sour receptors or transducers have been proposed, including acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs), hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels, and transient receptor potential (TRP) channels (polycystic kidney disease protein-like, PKD2L1, PKD1L3); there is no strong evidence of a direct link between these various channels and sour taste transduction \[[@B61]--[@B63]\].

Only recently, scientists have discovered that the proximate stimulus is intracellular acidification in type III cells, not extracellular protons per se \[[@B4]\]. Two potential mechanisms mediate this acidification of cytoplasm: (1) a proton influx through a Zn^2+^-sensitive proton conductance (in case of extracellular partly dissociated organic acids, strong inorganic acids) \[[@B60]\]; (2) permeation of protonated organic acids (e.g., acetic acid) into the type III cell cytosol, followed by their dissociation \[[@B4]\]. The consequent drop in the intracellular pH blocks the resting K^+^ current in sour taste cells by triggering the 2-pore-domain potassium channel (K~2~P) \[[@B64], [@B65]\], and this event ultimately leads to an action potential \[[@B60]\]. This signaling pathway explained why weak acids (which can diffuse across the membrane) taste sourer than strong acids (which cannot diffuse across the lipid bilayer) \[[@B66]\].

Unexpectedly, this sensitivity to intracellular acidification is attributed to relatively ubiquitous ion channels, K~2~P, whose distribution is not restricted to sour taste cells, being expressed in a wide variety of tissues and organs: brain, sperm, heart, kidney, liver, vascular smooth muscle cells, skeletal muscle, and so on (see [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B68], [@B67], [@B60]\]. Considering that such a diversity of cell types might detect acid stimuli, scientists have already raised the question of potential physiological roles of acid-sensitive receptor cells outside of the taste system \[[@B66]\].

K~2~P family contains several members, which play essential background roles in cells, such as control of cellular excitability, volume, and growth \[[@B69], [@B70]\]. The expression of various K~2~P members in taste bud cells surrounding nontaste epithelium and extraoral locations varies among species \[[@B64], [@B69]\]. Some members are highly sensitive to intracellular acidification, while others more to extracellular acidification \[[@B64], [@B71]\].

Pungency or spiciness is a trigeminal sensation, like astringency, not being recognized as a distinct taste in modern medicine, rather belonging to chemesthesis. Chemesthesis is a chemical sense, as well as taste, but refers to the more general sensitivity of the mucous or cutaneous surfaces, perceived as pungency, irritation, but also thermosensations (cooling or heat) \[[@B1]\]. Ayurveda includes under the pungency*(katu rasa)* many sensations that belong to the chemesthesis, such as irritation induced by hot chili peppers (capsaicin), aromatic sensations induced by spices or plants rich in volatile oils (e.g., oregano, mint) \[[@B1], [@B72]\]. Certain members of the transient receptor potential (TRP) channels family are key players in the perception of pungency: TRP vanilloid types 1, 3, and 4 (TRPV1, TRPV3, and TRPV4) and TRP ankyrin type 1 (TRPA1) for "hot" pungency, while TRPM8 for "cold" pungency \[[@B1], [@B75], [@B73], [@B74]\].

TRP channels are nonselective cation channels permeable to Ca^2+^, Na^+^, Mg^2+^ ions, and so on. The complexity of TRP functionality is far from clear; many studies consider the involvement of TRP also in other taste perception, such as salty, sweet, bitter, detection of temperature, or mechanoreception \[[@B1], [@B76]\].

It is interesting to notice that the so called "cold" ayurvedic*rasa* (sweet, bitter, and astringent) are detected by receptors coupled with G proteins, while the "hot"*rasa* (salty, sour, pungent), which have a sensorial characteristic of sharpness in Ayurveda, are directly mediated through various types channels, which are penetrating through membrane.

3. Extraoral Distribution of Taste Receptors {#sec3}
============================================

More and more evidence shows that the localization of taste receptors is not restricted to oral cavity, not even to certain tissues/organs, but rather evenly distributed over the entire body. Even if not all extraoral sites express TRs at levels comparable to taste tissue, this wide distribution suggests that TRs may have functional roles far beyond the original concept of taste perception. It is highly suggestive that a very important study published by Yamamura et al. showed that ENaC*δ* isoform is expressed in all the human tissues tested (more than 50), although in very different proportions \[[@B57]\]. Also TRPs, which are responsible for oral nongustative chemosensitivity, have a wide tissue distribution, like taste receptors. For instance, TRPV1 mRNA was detected in all the tested human tissues \[[@B77], [@B78]\].

Scientists suggested that these extraoral taste cell-related elements that are mainly solitary or clustered cells, not grouped in buds, may be part of a large*diffuse chemosensory system* (DCS), compared with an iceberg, the taste buds representing only the most visible portion, while the extraoral taste cells are the larger "submerged" part \[[@B160]\]. Scientific studies showed that DCS may have crucial physiological roles. DCS seem to be involved in detection of irritants, control of airway surface liquid secretion, innate immunity, microbial population, regulation of appetite, cell proliferation, relaxation/contraction of muscles, bronchia, urinary bladder, and vessels, and regulation of heart activity ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B23], [@B161]--[@B165]\].

The functional implications of these taste receptors and TRPs widely dispersed in various extragustatory tissues also shed a new light on several ayurvedic concepts used in ayurvedic pharmacology*(dravyaguna vijnana)*, such as taste*(rasa)*, postdigestive effect*(vipaka)*, qualities*(guna)*, and energetic nature*(virya)* of medicinal plants and food.

4. Ethnopharmacological Descriptors in Ayurveda {#sec4}
===============================================

Ayurvedic pharmacological description of a medicinal plant uses a set of*ethnopharmacological descriptors* that are groups of herbal attributes:*rasa*: taste,*guna:*qualities,*vipaka*: postdigestive effect,*virya*: energetic nature/potency,*prabhava*: special/extraordinary potency.

All herbal descriptors are traditionally used to select the medicinal plants for the treatment of various diseases.

In Ayurveda tastes*(rasa)*, two by two, are complementary in terms of qualities*(guna)*; for instance salty taste (which is hot, heavy and wet) antagonizes bitter taste (which is cold, light and dry) (see [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B72]\].

Further experimental studies are required in order to verify whether these*ethnopharmacological descriptors* may become predictor tools for specific pharmacological activities.

An interesting finding is that the gustatory neurons in the rostral nucleus of solitary tract respond not only to tastant compounds, but also to somatosensory inputs, such as tactile and temperature stimulation, as well \[[@B167]\], explaining the integrative perception of a food item quality, which is also described in Ayurveda by several correspondent ethnopharmacological descriptors (*guna*, e.g., smoothness tactile sensation*, virya,*hot or cold sensation).

5. Taste (*rasa*) Concept in Ayurveda {#sec5}
=====================================

The ayurvedic physicians agree that the Sanskrit term*rasa* designates not only the taste or gustatory sensation perceived through the oral taste buds, but also the flavor experienced by retronasal olfaction \[[@B168]\]. Moreover, taking into account the modern definitions of astringency and pungency as trigeminal orosensations, we hypothesize that the ayurvedic term*rasa* has a much more complex meaning, designating, beyond taste and retronasal olfaction, also the trigeminal orosensations ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Regarding the term*rasa,*in the present paper we shall use, as equivalent English term, the word "taste," for the purpose of simplicity, although this only approximates the versatility of*rasa.*

According to Ayurveda,*rasa* represents an attribute of the substance*(dravya)*, being experienced the moment a substance comes into contact with the tongue \[[@B72]\].

Taste of medicinal plants has been considered for millennia in Ayurveda, as the most important ethnopharmacological descriptor used for identification of drug properties. At the beginning of the chapter on the properties of the drugs, in Cakrapanidatta\'s commentary to Caraka Samhita (one of the three major ancient Ayurveda texts), it is underlined: "Among*rasa, virya* and*vipaka*,*rasa* is the most important one; hence the discussion in this chapter is initiated with the description of*rasa* (taste)." (Caraka samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.1-2/Cakrapanidatta\'s Agnivesa Dipika) \[[@B72]\]. Why is this? One of the reasons would be the fact that*rasa* can always be ascertained by direct perception (Sansk.*pratyaksha*), while*virya*and*vipaka*not (observing the drug action on the body, after ingestion, while the drug is processed through digestion and metabolism, should sometimes be the basis for inferring hot/cold*virya* and should always be the ground for deducing*vipaka*) (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.66/ Cakrapanidatta\'s Agnivesa Dipika) \[[@B72], [@B169]\]. Since direct perception of*rasa*, without any subsequent analysis, represents an unbiased observation (the main requirement of any scientific study),*rasa*is considered the most important tool of drug discovery in Ayurveda \[[@B168]\].

Another potential explanation lies in the relative causality link between different ethnopharmacological categories:

"The substance*(dravya)* is the origin/cause*(ashraya)* and taste*(rasa)* is the effect*(karya)*. (...) Similarly, the attributes*(guna)* and pharmacological actions*(karman)* are dependent upon the taste*(rasa)*, which is the origin/cause*(ashraya)*." (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.66/Cakrapanidatta\'s Agnivesa Dipika) \[[@B72]\].

The importance of ancient science of*rasa* is suggested also by the following fragment: "Even the knowledge of the classification of*rasa alone* may help in the identification of etiology, symptomatology and treatment of diseases." (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.27/Cakrapanidatta\'s Agnivesa Dipika) \[[@B72]\]. In Ayurveda, apart from the humoral classifications of diseases based on three*dosas*(*Vata, Pitta, and Kapha* humors) or hot/cold qualities, there is an alternative classification into six main categories characterized by the excess of a certain*rasa*: excessive sweetness, saltiness, sourness, bitterness, pungency, and astringency \[[@B72], [@B166], [@B36]\]. Within this framework of*rasa*, not only the etiology, but also the treatment is*rasa*-oriented.

We estimate that new dimensions of this ancient Ayurveda theory will be revealed in the light of extraoral taste receptor discovery, as their functions will be understood. Even if the extraoral receptors do not play a role in the taste (as this is understood and defined by the modern science), they may play functional roles in connection with*rasa*, which is a broader concept than the modern concept of taste, and which includes both gustative and extragustative roles ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

It is worth mentioning that in contrast with Ayurveda, in other traditional medical systems, such as Galen\'s humoral theory, Greek-Arabic, Aztec, Mayan, and Zapotec medical traditions, "hot," "cold," "dry," and "wet" qualities are more important as descriptors than the organoleptic properties, these four qualities being used to systematically categorize remedies, foods, and diseases \[[@B170]--[@B172]\].

Furthermore, in Ayurveda, the*rasa* (taste) of the herbal drugs is not the only descriptor potentially related to the ethnopharmacological activities. This assumption is reasonable, taking into account the fact that some of the pharmacologically active compounds present in a plant, are not necessarily contributing to the specific perceptible herbal taste (although some of them may still contribute to the imperceptible taste, when they are present in minute amounts, see Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.8/Ayurveda Dipika:*"Imperceptibibility \[sic\] of the taste may arise because of high dilution"* \[[@B72]\]).

Cold/hot properties*(virya)* and postdigestive effect*(vipaka)* are also recognized as important ayurvedic descriptors, as well as causes (Sanskr.*ashraya*) for the ethnopharmacological activities. Moreover, in terms of therapeutic efficacy, in Ayurveda as well, another hierarchical order of descriptors is mentioned. As a rule, medicinal plants display their essential therapeutic activities by virtue of their attribute which possesses the biggest strength (Sanskrit*bala,*strength): certain plants/activities by virtue of their*rasa* (if*rasa* is the most intense herbal property), some by virtue of their*virya* or other qualities (if*virya* or other qualities have the biggest*bala* or strength), some by virtue of their*vipaka* (when*vipaka* is the strongest), and some by virtue of their*prabhava*. Nevertheless, "when*rasa, vipaka, virya*, and*prabhava* are all of equal strength,*rasa* is exceeded by*vipaka*, both of them in turn are exceeded by*virya*, and*prabhava* overcomes all of them." (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.71-72) \[[@B72]\]. Remarkably, one recent experimental study on 71 herbal drugs used in Zoque community of healers, Mexico, found that there is a dominance of humoral qualities over chemosensory properties (taste, smell) as predictors of medicinal indications \[[@B173]\], similarly with the previously mentioned therapeutic supremacy of*virya* over*rasa.*

As a rule, properties such as*virya* (hot/cold potency) and*vipaka* (postdigestive effect) are inferred based on the perceived taste (*rasa*) ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B72], [@B169]\]. In case of medicinal plants where "*virya* and*vipaka* are in conformity with*rasa*, the pharmacological activities are explained in terms of*rasa* only" (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.46-47/Ayurveda Dipika) \[[@B72]\].

Ayurveda texts mention also that there are remedies which do not follow the inference rule, and whose*virya* is contradictory to*rasa* (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.48-49) \[[@B72]\]. Example of such exceptions from the inference rule are represented by amalaki*(Emblica officinalis)*, sour and cold, and daruharidra or Indian barberry*(Berberis aristata)*, bitter and hot \[[@B174]\]. Such cases are explained on the basis of*prabhava*, implying the specific unique chemical composition of the plant.*"Prabhava (specific action) is nothing but the inherent active principle of the remedy*.*"* (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.68-72/Ayurveda Dipika) \[[@B72]\].

Several scientific studies showed that there are statistically significant associations between the organoleptic properties of medicinal plants (taste, smell) and their ethnomedical indications or activities \[[@B173]--[@B176]\].

We have found in a recent Ayurveda literature study, by mapping the ayurvedic ethnopharmacological space, that there are statistical associations between various tastes and certain therapeutic activities in Ayurveda system \[[@B32]\]. The ethnopharmacological activities, which are traditionally considered to be more representative for a specific taste, appeared in our study to have higher statistical power: bitter--digestive, detoxifying, and antipoisoning, sweet--nutritive tonic/weight promoter, body strengthening/invigorating, and spermatopoetic, pungent-aperitive, beneficial for throat, astringent--antidiarrheal, and so on. \[[@B32]\]. Nevertheless, these results did not allow us to conclude whether*rasa* is a true predictor of herbal therapeutic activities in Ayurveda, or the therapeutic activities were assigned a posteriori, according to the herbal perceived effectiveness in the treatment of certain diseases. Therefore, this kind of results should be carefully interpreted and validated by further experimental studies.

The discovery of the extraoral location of taste receptors marked the beginning of a new era not only for sensory research and nutritional science \[[@B14]\], but also for ethnomedicine, providing now a new perspective and framework for understanding specific ethnomedical epistemology, including Ayurveda concepts and methods.

The extragustatory taste receptors are already recognized nowadays as potential drug -- targets, as well as phytochemical targets, useful for the treatment of several diseases, such as obesity, type 2 diabetes, hyperlipidemia, asthma, infertility, immunity disorders, anxiety, pain, cancer, and autoimmune disorders \[[@B23], [@B33], [@B177]\]. Thus, the ancient claim of Ayurveda concerning the systemic action of*rasa* (taste) throughout the body might be reinterpreted in the light of this new discovery.

We shall discuss in the following part of the paper certain similarities between Ayurveda knowledge on*rasa* and modern scientific information on taste, arising from the recent scientific studies.

6. Traditional Taste (*rasa*) in the Light of Modern Science {#sec6}
============================================================

6.1. Sweet Taste (Sanskr.*madhura rasa*) {#sec6.1}
----------------------------------------

*Nourishing and promoter of growth*(Sanskr.*Brimhana*). Ayurveda declares that sweet taste nourishes all the seven bodily tissues (*rasa*: plasma, lymph, and leukocytes,*rakta*: erythrocytes,*mamsa*: muscles,*meda*: adipose tissue,*asthi*: bone,*majja*: marrow and nervous tissue,*shukra*: semen) \[[@B72]\].

Scientists have already discovered that sweet receptor is involved in insulin secretion: (a) indirect mechanism--activation of sweet receptor transduction pathway in enteroendocrine L cells led to the release of glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1), which in turn enhanced insulin release from the pancreas \[[@B178]\]; (b) direct mechanism--sweet taste receptor expressed in pancreatic *β*-cells stimulates insulin secretion \[[@B91]\]. Insulin is recognized as the principal anabolic hormone in the body and regulator of mammalian target of rapamycin complex (mTORC), which activates cell growth and protein translation and suppresses autophagy \[[@B179]\]. Insulin-like growth factors (IGF) has a central role in mediating trophic hormone action in many tissues (bone, cartilage, muscles, intestine, and neurons) \[[@B180], [@B181]\].

Concerning erythrocytes*(rakta)* and neurons*(majja)*, it is also well known that they are glucose dependent ("sweet taste dependent") cells, requiring glucose for their energetic needs and survival. Moreover, mice lacking the T1R3 taste receptor gene developed impaired glucose metabolism, indicating possible involvement of T1R3-mediated glucose sensing mechanisms in the brain \[[@B182]\]. Ischemia caused by blood restriction in the brain enhanced sweet taste receptor expression in reactive astrocytes, a potential protective mechanism against neuronal "sweet" deprivation \[[@B183]\].

Modern medicine showed that sweet receptor (T1R2/T1R3) is also involved in the tissue renewal from stem cells or precursors. For instance, sweet receptor activation stimulated adipogenesis, mediating differentiation of preadipocytes into adipocytes \[[@B21], [@B23]\]. T1R2−/− knockout mice had decreased numbers of adipocytes in the bone marrow microenvironment \[[@B184]\]. Muscle regulatory factors (e.g., myogenin) might control myogenesis and skeletal muscle metabolism through the regulation of T1R3 expression \[[@B185]\]. T1R3−/− knockout mice showed reduced degree of mTORC1 activation and increased rate of autophagy in the skeletal muscle, suggesting the role of T1R3 in tissue nutrition and normal development \[[@B186]\]. Similarly, in Ayurveda, sweet taste*(madhura rasa)* is considered to be useful for the physiological tissue growth and regeneration of skeletal muscles*(mamsa)*, adipose tissue*(meda)*, and marrow and nervous tissue*(majja)*. Although, we have to mention that there is contradictory information about Ayurveda versus modern science, in terms of bone growth. Sweet taste promotes bone development according to Ayurveda, while it inhibits osteogenesis, according to research studies ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B23]\].

*Spermatopoetic (Sanskr. Shukrajanana)*. Sweet taste transduction is required for sperm development and maturation, while its blockade causes male infertility in animals \[[@B136]\]. Expression patterns of T1R3 and G*α* in the mice testis during various stages of life and throughout the spermatogenic cycle showed that T1R3 and G*α* may play important roles in the onset of spermatogenesis, rhythm of spermatogenic cycle, and ageing of the testis \[[@B187]\]. T1R signaling cascade in mammalian spermatozoa also controls the sequential process of fertilization via regulation of basal Ca^2+^ and cAMP intracellular concentrations, thus maintaining spermatozoa in a quiescent state in the female reproductive tract until they reach the oocytes \[[@B188]\].

Scientists estimated that even low levels of environmental chemicals (e.g., phenoxyauxin herbicides) or drugs (e.g., lipid-lowering fibrates) that are T1R3 (sweet taste receptor) inhibitors could lower sperm count and negatively influence human male fertility, while activators of sweet taste receptors may help male fertility \[[@B136], [@B189]\].

Similarly, in Ayurveda, sweet taste is useful for sperm*(shukra)* growth \[[@B72]\].

*Antiageing (Sanskr. Vayasthapana)*. There are contradictory statements, in terms of sweet taste effects on ageing. Sweet taste promotes longevity, according to Ayurveda \[[@B72]\], but it seems to decrease lifespan according to modern science \[[@B190]\]. Nevertheless there is no real contradiction if the facts are put in the appropriate context. Sweet taste in its broadest ayurvedic meaning encompasses practically all nourishing substances, not only simple and complex carbohydrates, but also proteins and fats. In rich countries excessive alimentation (i.e., an excess of ayur-sweet taste) indeed endangers health, promotes disease (diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular disorders, to mention only a few), and therefore curtails life. However in underprivileged regions of the world proper alimentation (i.e., adequate quantities of ayur-sweet taste) is an essential health-maintaining and consequently life-prolonging agent.

Two of the most important discoveries in the field of ageing research seem to contradict Ayurveda theory on sweet antiageing effects: inhibition of gerontogenes*daf-2* and*age-1* that encode two elements of the insulin/IGF-1 signaling pathway, dramatically extended lifespan in*C. elegans*\[[@B191], [@B192]\]. Also deletion of calcium homeostasis modulator 1 (CALHM1), a voltage-gated ion channel involved in sweet taste reception, prolonged the lifespan in animal model \[[@B190]\]. In other words, a reduced reception of sweetness, as well as reduced activation of insulin pathway (which normally is activated by sugars), would be beneficial for longevity.

Nevertheless, other studies reveled opposite effects of sweet taste: in fruit flies*(Drosophila melanogaster)*, sweet taste receptor (Gr5a) mutants had a shorter lifespan, whereas bitter taste receptor mutants (GR66a) have a longer lifespan \[[@B193]\]. Therefore, the ability to taste sweet has positive effects on longevity, similarly with Ayurveda claim, while the ability to taste bitter taste could have negative effects on lifespan in fruit flies.

Also, T1R3 expression varies along the life. Sweet taste receptor (T1R3) expressions in mouse testis increased significantly from prepubertal to pubertal periods, and decreased significantly in aged animals \[[@B187]\]. Older animals showed reduced sweet taste responsivity compared with the younger animals due to a significant decrease in the number of taste cells expressing T1R3, while the other taste modalities (salty, sour, and bitter) were not affected by ageing \[[@B194]\]. Further studies should clarify whether these changes in sweetness reception represent only an epiphenomenon of the ageing process, or may be a contributing factor to ageing.

Concerning the sweet plants or phytochemicals, there are isolated reports on their antiaging potential. Licorice*(Glycyrrhiza glabra)*, one of the most intensely sweet medicinal plants, is found in the top 10 botanical ingredients of antiaging creams \[[@B195]\].

*Diabetogenic Activity*. Sweet taste receptors expressed in gut and other endocrine organs may have an important role in glucose metabolism and their altered activity may contribute to type II diabetes and obesity pathogenesis \[[@B189]\]. When excessively consumed, sweet taste induces obesity (sanskr.*meda roga*) and diabetes (sanskr.*madhumeda*), according to Ayurveda also \[[@B72]\].

*Limitations of the Present Hypothesis on Extraoral Taste Receptors as Molecular Basis for Sweet Taste (Madura Rasa) Ethnopharmacological Activities*. Sweet compounds may have pharmacological activities that are not mediated by their taste*(rasa)* attribute. For instance, artificial sweeteners stimulated adipogenesis and suppressed lipolysis independently of sweet taste receptors T1R2/T1R3 \[[@B196]\]. Another limitation is represented by the fact that certain sweet tastants may have pharmacological activities which are not traditionally assigned to sweet*rasa*, or they are assigned to other*rasa*, for example increased contractility of the bladder induced by artificial sweeteners \[[@B101]\], antiviral activity of glycyrrhizic acid (the phytochemical responsible for the sweet taste of licorice) \[[@B197]\].

6.2. Bitter Taste (Sanskr.*tikta rasa*) {#sec6.2}
---------------------------------------

*Antiadiposity (Sanskr. Medoshoshana).*Bitter tasting medicinal plants and food items "dry up" the adipose tissue (Sanskr.*meda*) and muscle fat (Sanskr.*vasa*), according to Ayurveda \[[@B166]\]. Regarding this bitter taste ethnopharmacological activity, modern science has a similar perspective. Avau et al. showed that the treatment of high fat fed obese mice with bitter agonist quinine resulted in an *α*-gustducin-dependent decrease in body weight associated with a decrease in food intake. This effect is probably mediated by bitter taste receptor (T2R), via decreased differentiation of preadipocytes into mature adipocytes \[[@B198]\].

*Antitoxic (Sanskr. Vishaghna).* In Ayurveda, bitter taste is considered antitoxic*(vishaghna)* \[[@B72]\]. The traditional concept of "toxin" is quite complex, versatile, and difficult to define in modern medical terms. Ayurveda states that there are two main types of toxins*(visha)*:*amavisha* (endogenous toxins or metabolic toxins resulted from a defective tissue metabolism,*ama*means "unripe") and*garvisha* (exogenous toxins or environmental toxins that include spoiled food, chemicals, pollutants, heavy metals, etc.) \[[@B166], [@B199]\].

Bitter taste may sometime represent a signal of toxic substances that may be harmful (e.g., certain alkaloids, rancid fats, microbial fermentation derived compounds, and certain environmental chemicals), while bitter sensing may act in these circumstances as a repellent mechanism for noxious substances \[[@B200], [@B201]\]. The presence of a large group of T2R bitter sensors with a broad receptor repertoire or breadth of tuning was proposed as a necessary evolutionary feature in order to minimize failure in detecting bitter toxins. Scientists have also proposed that, for the same reason, one single bitter substance can stimulate up to 15 different human T2Rs \[[@B28]\].

Interestingly, bitter tasting chemicals (e.g., 6-n-propyl-2-thiouracil, denatonium benzoate, and phenylthiocarbamide) delayed gastric emptying via ghrelin, decreased long term food intake, or induced fluid secretion in colon \[[@B87], [@B202], [@B203]\]. These mechanisms would potentially either prevent the ingestion and absorption of poison from the small intestine or contribute to the flushing out of poisons from the gut \[[@B87]\]. From an ayurvedic perspective, 6-n-propyl-2-thiouracil, denatonium benzoate, and phenylthiocarbamide, apart from being bitter, belong to the*garvisha*type of toxin, and their effect on the gastrointestinal motility may be interpreted as a*vishagna* protective mechanism.

On the contrary, salicin, also a bitter taste receptor agonist, but a natural one (not identified as*garvisha* by the body), had opposite effects to those elicited by the previously mentioned synthetic agonists: salicin increased food ingestion (ayur-bitter is*rucikara*and increases appetite \[[@B166]\]) and accelerated gastric emptying \[[@B202]\]. Unfortunately, these studies do not prove the roles of extraoral bitter taste receptors as mediators of these activities, being only parallel studies.

Also, bitter rejection response is not always adaptive, since there is no direct relationship between toxicity and bitter taste thresholds \[[@B204]\]. Scientists eventually concluded that heightened perception of bitterness, which has a genetic basis, is actually one common reason for bitter rejection \[[@B205]--[@B207]\].

On the other side, bitter avoidance on the long term may be detrimental to health, since many bitter phytonutrients (e.g., polyphenols, flavonoids, isoflavones, terpenes, and glucosinolates) appear to lower the risk of cancer and cardiovascular disease \[[@B200], [@B208]\].

Cancer and cardiovascular disease are considered to be pathological states associated with accumulation of*amavisha*(metabolic toxins).

Cancer cells are glucose addicted and set on anaerobic glycolysis (Warburg effect) \[[@B209]\], which causes accumulation of lactate. Since glucose is not completely oxidized in anaerobiosis, lactate might be considered an "unripe" product of metabolism, which is, according to Ayurveda, an endogenous toxin*(amavisa)*. Lactate is considered nowadays an insidious metabolite, which alters several cellular pathways, and ultimately contributes to immunosuppression, tumour metastasis, and tumour growth \[[@B210]\]. Scientists have proposed that targeting the Warburg effect may be a new therapeutic anticancer strategy \[[@B211]\]. Many bitter phytochemicals (e.g., morin, scutellarein, naringenin, quercetin, and hesperetin) showed the capacity to counteract Warburg effect, by induction of a metabolic reprogramming of cancer cells, through downregulation of glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) and inhibition of glycolysis (via hexokinase 2, pyruvate kinase M2, and lactate dehydrogenase A), leading eventually to apoptosis \[[@B212]--[@B217]\]. All these effects may be included under*vishagna* activity, which is assigned to bitter tasting medicinal plants or food in Ayurveda.

Bitter compounds (e.g., isothiocyanates and glucosinolates from broccoli and cauliflower, naringin from grapefruit) inhibited the activation of carcinogens (a type of*garvisha*) by phase 1 enzymes (cytochrome P-450) and/or accelerated detoxification of carcinogens by inducing phase 2 enzymes \[[@B205], [@B208]\], therefore displaying the antitoxic*(vishagna)* property according to Ayurveda.

Another example of*amavisha* accumulation is represented by the cardiovascular diseases, which are associated with a state of oxidative stress and accumulation of lipid peroxides, oxidized proteins, advanced glycation end products \[[@B218], [@B219]\], and potential forms of*amavisha.*Cardiovascular protection exerted by certain bitter compounds with antioxidant activity may be also interpreted as a type a*vishagna* defensive mechanism.

Whether the extraoral bitter taste receptor directly contributes or not to the anti-Warburg effect, accelerated detoxification and antioxidant protection remain to be elucidated.

*Anti-Infectious (Sanskr. Krimighna)*. Scientific studies have proven the role of certain secondary metabolites in plant response to pathogenic microorganisms or defense against herbivores. Although these are commonly considered as plant antibiotics, recent studies also suggest their potential involvement in controlling plant immune responses \[[@B220]\]. Many of these compounds are bitter tasting: terpenoid toxins and alkaloids. The antibiotic role of bitter compounds could therefore be interpreted in the context of chemical ecology. Nevertheless, this perspective has certain limitations, since not only bitterness, but also astringency (tannins), sourness (organic acids), and even sweetness (mannose) may be used in plant defense \[[@B221]\].

This association of bitter taste with anti-infectious activity might also have a physiological basis. Several studies showed that bacterial compounds (e.g., acyl-homoserine lactone, N-(3-oxododecanoyl)-l-homoserine lactone) as well as certain bitter phytochemicals (absinthin from*Artemisia annua* or wormwood) activate the bitter taste receptor transduction pathway in respiratory tract and leukocytes, leading to an increased production of antimicrobial peptides \[[@B222]\] and nitric oxide (that also has direct bactericidal activity), increased mucociliary clearance in respiratory tract \[[@B223]\], chemotaxis, up-regulation of CD11b expression, and enhanced phagocytosis \[[@B133]\]. T2R detects bacterial quorum-sensing molecules (e.g., lactones) and may prevent bacterial biofilm formation also \[[@B222]\]. T2R38 supertaster genotype plays a role in sinonasal and gingival innate immunity, by several mechanisms: stimulation of nitric oxide production, increased ciliary beating, direct killing of bacteria, and ability to induce a high level of antimicrobial compounds (e.g., peptide hBD-2). All these aspects suggest that T2R38 may contribute to the protection against upper respiratory infection, chronic rhinosinusitis, and caries in this genotype \[[@B224], [@B225]\]. Thus, bitter taste receptors are more and more considered as regulators of innate immunity.

Ayurveda, also, states that bitter taste is anti-infectious*(krimighna)*, many of the medicinal plants traditionally used for the treatment of infections having bitter taste (e.g., neem or*Azadirachta indica*, bhumyamalaki or*Phyllanthus niruri*, katuki or*Picrorhiza kurroa*, etc.) \[[@B72]\]. A statistical analysis in a database containing 460 Indian medicinal plants mentioned in Ayurvedic Materia Medica showed us a significant association between bitter taste (tikta rasa) and traditionally assigned anti-infectious activity (*krimighna)* (*p* \< 0, 05, OR = 1,13--2,7). Apart from bitter taste, only pungency, among the six*rasa,* was also found to be statistically associated with anti-infectious activity*(krimighna)* (see Pungency).

*Antiasthmatic (Sanskr. Svasahara).* Bitter tastants also caused relaxation of isolated human airway smooth muscle and bronchodilation in a mouse model of asthma, an effect that was greater than that induced by *β*-adrenergic receptor agonists \[[@B226]\]. Interestingly, we have found in a recent study performed on a database of medicinal plants, a positive association (*p* \< 0.01, OR 2.966) between bitter ayurvedic herbs and*svasahara* (engl. "which relieves asthma") activity, although this association is not mentioned as such in the traditional texts \[[@B32]\]. Nevertheless, this finding requires further confirmation in experimental studies.

*Antifertility (When Used in Excess).*It is well known that animals that can avoid bitter tasting foods are more fertile, generating higher quality spermatozoa and producing more progeny \[[@B227]\].

Since numerous potentially noxious chemicals evoke bitter taste \[[@B200], [@B201], [@B228], [@B229]\], an evolutionary hypothesis on taste and human reproduction claims that the increased sensitivity to bitter stimuli and feelings of nausea in response to bitter foods in pregnant women might represent a protective mechanism during the time of fetal organogenesis, when the major fetal organs are highly sensitive to low levels of toxins \[[@B84]--[@B86]\]. Arguments invoked to support this hypothesis are offered by several studies on pregnant women, which showed that nausea during the first trimester is associated with a reduced risk or miscarriages and with a higher chance to have healthier newborns with a bigger birthweight \[[@B230]--[@B234]\].

According to the ayurvedic perspective, when used in excess, bitter taste also has harmful effects on fertility, depleting "semen"*(shukra)* and ovum*(arta)*, among other tissues \[[@B72]\]. One recent study on transgenic mice and bitter taste receptor T2R5 seems to contradict Ayurveda theory. It has shown that depletion of T2R5 resulted in smaller testes and led to male infertility \[[@B137]\]. Bitter tasting ability is necessary for fertility, due to several reasons: (1) T2R may be directly involved in spermatogenesis; (2) bitter sensing could be used to detect (both beneficial or potentially noxious) bitter chemical elements in the lumen of the seminiferous tubule. Taking into account the fact that Ayurveda states that*only* excessive bitter taste depletes semen, not the normal amount of bitter, the apparent contradiction disappears (Caraka Samhita. Sutrasthana. XXVI.43-v) \[[@B72]\]. Why? Because the excessive amount of bitter tastants may induce a downregulation of bitter taste receptor expression, which may disturb normal spermatogenesis, similarly with the effect of depletion of bitter taste receptors.

Moreover, T2R5 are expressed in the spermatid phase, but not all spermatids express T2R5 \[[@B137]\]. What was more surprising was the fact that the normal spermatogenesis was maintained after T2R5+ cell ablation; therefore T2R5, although important, is not absolutely essential for spermatogenesis \[[@B14], [@B137]\]. Nevertheless, bitter taste receptors have versatile modulatory activity in reproduction, and the various aspects of their function remain largely to be determined \[[@B235]\].

*Other Potential Activities*. Science does not know the functions of bitter taste receptors which are expressed in the mammary epithelial cells. Although, scientists suggested that these receptors, which are downregulated in breast cancer cells, may be potential therapeutic targets, since several bitter compounds (chloroquine, quinidine, bitter melon extract, and cucurbitacins B and E) were described as inhibitors of tumour growth and proapoptotic agents in cancer cells \[[@B145]\]. According to Ayurveda, bitter taste acts also in the breast, by "purifying" the milk*(stanya)* and the mammary gland channels*(stanyavaha srota)* \[[@B72]\].

*Limitations of the Present Hypothesis on Extraoral Taste Receptors as Molecular Basis for Bitter Taste (Tikta Rasa) Ethnopharmacological Activities*. Unfortunately, there is no general agreement on the traditional description of bitter taste in different cultures: bitter taste is "cold" in Ayurveda \[[@B72]\], but it is "hot" in Maya \[[@B176]\], and this may result in differences between indications of bitter plants.

There are several weaknesses of our hypothesis. One would be related to the scarcity of data on the functional roles of bitter taste receptors in various extraoral systems in humans (e.g., gastrointestinal tract), the majority of the studies focusing on their role in the respiratory system \[[@B235]\]. Another one consists in the fact that many published papers nourished the wrong belief that homologous mice and human T2R would have a similar profile of agonists \[[@B30]\].

A delicate topic related to this taste is that many synthetic drugs taste bitter \[[@B236]\]. Nevertheless, they have a large variety of pharmacological targets, besides the bitter taste receptors, as well as effects that cannot be explained on the basis of extraoral bitter taste receptors. In many cases, these extrataste pharmacological targets are more likely to mediate the extrataste effects of bitter drugs. Ayurveda also mentioned such cases, when drugs activities may be explained not by*rasa*, but by other attributes. We estimate that these extrataste mechanisms of action might be categorized in Ayurveda mainly as*prabhava* (special potency), the knowledge thereof being unachievable by inference*(anumana)*.

6.3. Salty Taste (Sanskr.*Lavana Rasa*) {#sec6.3}
---------------------------------------

*Antiarthritic (Sanskr. Stambha Vidhmapana).* Salty taste eliminates rigidity, being characterized in Ayurveda as*stambha vidhmapana* (Sanskr.*Stambha:*rigidity,*vidhmapana:*dispersing). In Ayurveda rigidity (*stambha*) is a characteristic of arthropathies, for instance cervical spondylosis is called*griva stambha*. Remarkably, the expression of ENaC is decreased ("ayur-deficiency of salty taste") in osteoarthritis \[[@B129]\].

*Deobstruent (Sanskr. Avakashakara).*Salty taste cures obstruction and accumulation according to the ancient traditional texts \[[@B72]\]. The role of ENaCs as mechanosensors may be correlated with this ethnopharmacological activity of salty taste. Various types of obstructions/lack of flow/fluid accumulation were found to be associated with altered ENaC expression, either underexpression (usually responsible for a deficient Na^+^ secretion, therefore impaired fluid flow in excretory channel) or overexpression (commonly responsible for an excessive Na^+^ reabsorption, therefore also impaired fluid flow in the excretory channel). For instance, in animal models with autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease, scientists found a decreased ENaC expression in cystic epithelium, which seems to contribute to cystogenesis and development of disease \[[@B237]\]. One of the most probable explanations for the cysts formation is the unchecked proliferation of epithelial cells in the kidney tubules (due to defective primary cilia) \[[@B238]\], resulting in outbulgings of the tubules\' walls, which continue to grow until they lose connection to the original tubules, trapping fluid inside; the inability of the fluid to flow down the tubules leads to fluid accumulation. Several groups of scientists have already reported the role of ENaC in epithelial cell proliferation \[[@B239], [@B240]\].

In patients with human bladder outlet obstruction, the expression levels of each ENaC subunit were significantly greater than those in controls, suggesting the implication of ENaC expressed in the bladder epithelium in the mechanosensory transduction, in the bladder afferent pathways \[[@B103]\]. The ENaC family members were proposed as potential targets for the future management of urinary storage symptoms in spinal cord injury \[[@B241]\]. Impaired airway mucociliary clearance in respiratory diseases, such as cystic fibrosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, is also associated with ENaC overexpression and Na^+^ hyperreabsorption, and ENaC inhibition may be a future therapeutic solution \[[@B242]\].

Variants of ENaC were associated with development of bronchiectasis \[[@B243]\], while a dysfunction of cerebrovascular ENaC, due to a genetic variant of a regulatory kinase was found in patients with ischemic stroke \[[@B244]\].

All these studies suggest that normal functioning of salty taste transduction is required in order to prevent urinary, pulmonary, or blood vessel "obstructions" and fluid accumulation, facts in accordance with Ayurveda knowledge.

*Sudorific and Lubrifying.*Salty taste has sudorific activity (Sanskr.*svedana*), causes salivation, and lubrifies the tissues*(snehana)* according to ancient Ayurveda texts \[[@B72]\]. It is highly suggestive that ENaCs are expressed in both sweat and salivary glands and have functional roles in sweating and salivary production \[[@B245], [@B246]\].

*Blood Pressure Control*. Ayurveda states that salty taste clarifies the channels of circulation and that the excessive use of salty taste leads to hypertension (Sanskr.*rakta gata vata*) and bleeding from different parts of the body (Sanskr.*raktapitta*) \[[@B72]\]. It is well known that salt taste sensitivity, as well as ENaC expression, are diminished in hypertensive subjects \[[@B247]\]. Whether the excessive ingestion of salt represents the cause or the effect of this low ENaC expression remains to be clarified. Modern science also found that ENaCs ("salty taste receptor") in the distal nephron, as well as in the colon, control Na^+^ balance, extracellular fluid volume, and blood pressure, being regulated by aldosterone \[[@B248]\]. Liddle\'s syndrome (pseudoaldosteronism), a rare genetic disease characterized by extreme hypertension, is caused by mutations in ENaC subunits, leading to urinary salt retention \[[@B249]\].

Excessive dietary saltiness induces negative effects according to modern science, these effects being almost completely predicted by Ayurveda ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}).

6.4. Sour Taste (Sanskr.*Amla Rasa*) {#sec6.4}
------------------------------------

In Ayurveda fermented foods and beverages like cheese, yogurt, kefir, buttermilk, pickles, fermented sausage, vinegar, alcoholic beverages, fermented soybean, and so on are considered to have a sour taste component. In modern nutrition as well, acids and sour taste are markers of fermentation, being appreciated by humans around the globe \[[@B234]\]. For a list of traditional fermented food items in different culinary cultures, items which are still popular today, see \[[@B258]\]. Carbonated drinks have also a component of sour taste (due to carbonic acid generation during carbonatation process) \[[@B259]\].

Another source of sourness in the modern diet is represented by the food acidulants (e.g., acetic acid, citric acid, fumaric acid, tartaric acid, etc.). Sour taste is the key element in the flavor profile of most acidulants, which are frequently used in food industry for various purposes: to increase flavor, to inhibit microbial growth in food products, to chelate heavy metal ions, to augment the effect of antioxidants, to prevent nonenzymatic browning, and so on. \[[@B259]\].

*Orexigenic (Sanskr. Rocana).* Sour taste increases the appetite according to Ayurveda. Nevertheless, there are contradictory opinions in modern medicine concerning the orexigenic action of various sour items. Scientific studies on vinegar showed an opposite effect: vinegar (acetic acid) consumption reduced the voluntary food intake by increasing satiation during meals and decreasing appetite during subsequent meals \[[@B260]\]. Although, carbonated beverages induced secretion of hunger hormone ghrelin and increased food consumption in male rats \[[@B261]\]. Similar results on the levels of ghrelin hormone were found in 20 healthy human males upon drinking carbonated beverages \[[@B261]\].

*Increased Digestion and Metabolism (Sanskr. Agni Dipana)*. Kir2.1 K+ channel, known to be involved in sour taste transduction \[[@B60]\], is also expressed in parietal cells of the stomach, and it was suggested to be involved in controlling gastric acid secretion \[[@B82]\]. Short chain fatty acid acetate (a sour tastant) stimulates mitochondrial biogenesis via GPCR43 in brown adipocytes \[[@B262]\]. Brown adipocytes play an essential role in thermogenesis, as well as in the "burning" process of the excessive fats stored in the white adipose tissue \[[@B263]\].

*Beneficial for Heart (Sanskr. Hridya).* Ayurveda claims that sour taste is beneficial for heart \[[@B72], [@B166]\]. The most common compound having sour taste in our diet is ascorbic acid, a well-known antioxidant. Plasma level of vitamin C is a validated biomarker for fruit and vegetable intake, which reflect recent dietary intake of vitamin C \[[@B264]\]. A 20 *μ*mol/L increase in plasma vitamin C concentration (1 standard deviation) was associated with a 13% relative reduction in risk of atrial fibrillation in women, but there was no such association in men \[[@B265]\]. In another cohort study, even a small increase of 2 *μ*mol/L in plasma vitamin C was also associated with small reductions in anthropometric and metabolic cardiovascular risk factors \[[@B266]\]. Inverse association between plasma vitamin C and the risk of heart failure in the healthy population was found in a prospective study \[[@B267]\].

Sour taste is also the aspect of flavor most commonly associated with the short chain fatty acids (e.g., acetic acid, propionic acid, and butyric acid). A recent study showed that there is a mitochondrial preference for short chain fatty acid oxidation during coronary artery constriction \[[@B268]\]. All these studies suggest that sour tastants might play a cardioprotective role, but this issue needs to be validated by further studies.

Concerning the sour taste transducers, TASK-1 (one of the main K~2~P channels claimed to mediate sour taste in humans) \[[@B269]\], might have a functional importance in controlling the atrial size, repolarization of the cardiac action potential, maintenance of heart rate variability, and cardiac conduction system activity and has been proposed as a potential pharmacological target in case of atrial fibrillation \[[@B270]--[@B272]\].

Interestingly, Andersen-Tawil syndrome, also known as long QT-syndrome 7, is a rare autosomal dominant genetic disorder produced by mutations in gene codifying the potassium channel subunit Kir2.1 (an important component of the sour taste transducing pathway). This syndrome causes various life threatening cardiac disorders (ventricular arrhythmias, dilated cardiomyopathy) \[[@B273], [@B274]\].

*Excessive Sour Taste*. There is a trend all over the globe, to introduce more fermented food in the diet, due to their health benefits (e.g., probiotic component) \[[@B258]\].

According to a recent report, the global demand on dressing vinegar is also continually increasing: more than 115,000 metric tons were sold globally in 2016, while by the end of 2024, global consumption is predicted to reach 165,977 metric tons \[[@B275]\].

Globalisation of food requires frequent use of foods acidulants, for the previously mentioned purposes \[[@B259]\]. Although the demand of carbonated drinks like soda had an accelerated falling in the last 5 years, the producers supply, which contains more healthier carbonated beverages, is expected to capture consumer interest in the future (<https://www.ibisworld.com/industry/default.aspx?indid=285>). These data suggest that individuals would be more and more exposed to a kind of a "hidden" sour taste, as long as more fermented, acidulated, carbonated, and alcoholic dietary items are consumed.

One case-control clinical study has shown that excessive sour tasting food articles (mango, tomato, lime, citrus fruits, butter milk, tamarind, curd, and fermented items) produced dentine hypersensitivity, stomatitis, halitosis, heartburn, urticaria, papules, and joint inflammation \[[@B276]\], confirming the classical ayurvedic predictions \[[@B72]\]. Excessive use of sour taste causes burning sensation in the chest and cardiac region, according to Ayurveda \[[@B72]\], but it is not specified whether the pain has a cardiac or a digestive origin (cardiac ischemia or gastroesophageal acidic reflux).

Several surveys showed a weak association between carbonated beverages and tooth erosion and gastroesophageal reflux disease (if the consumption is more than 300 mL of a carbonated fluid) \[[@B277]\]. These type of drinks decreased ex vivo the microhardness of enamel \[[@B278]\]. Regarding Ayurveda, tooth sensitivity and burning sensation in throat, chest, or cardiac region may arise from excessive sourness \[[@B72], [@B166]\]. Soda, one of the carbonated beverage, as well as vinegar, evoke a burning sensation along with sour. This burning sensation is a kind of painful sensation mediated by CO~2~ via TRPA1 \[[@B279]\].

Another study found increased concentration of histamine and other biogenic amines (e.g., tyramine, putrescine, and cadaverine) in fermented food items (fermented sausage, fermented cheese, and smoked and salted fermented fish) \[[@B280]\]. Histamine in fermented food might produce itching and skin eruptions. These signs are also signs of "excessive ayur-sour taste" (Astanga Hridaya X.11) \[[@B166], [@B258]\].

If used in excess in isolation, sour taste might causes*mamsa vidaha*, a kind a muscle inflammation (*mamsa*: muscle,*vidaha*: turning acid, inflammation, burning) (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.43). The alcoholic myositis of chronic drinkers is well known \[[@B281]\].

*Limitations of the Present Hypothesis on Extraoral Taste Receptors as Molecular Basis for Sour Taste (Amla Rasa) Ethnopharmacological Activities*. Sour taste is transduced by an intracellular acidification in taste bud cells, as previously mentioned \[[@B60]\]. Although sour tasting compounds might play the beneficial functions mentioned in Ayurveda (e.g., cardioprotective, apperitive, etc.), the direct contribution of sour taste signaling pathway to these effects is not yet entirely investigated. Moreover, other nontaste mechanisms might be involved (e.g., antioxidant activity of vitamin C).

6.5. Pungency (Sankr.*Katu Rasa*) {#sec6.5}
---------------------------------

*Helps Intestinal Peristalsis.* According to Ayurveda, pungent remedies cure "intestinal torpor" or "intestinal inertia" (Sanskr.*alasaka*) (Astanga Hridaya. Sutrasthana X.17) \[[@B166], [@B282]\]. Aryl isothiocyanate and cinnamaldehyde, two pungent compounds that are TRPA1 agonists, improved intestinal transit in an animal model of postoperative ileus \[[@B283]\]. 6-Gingerol is another example of pungent compound TRPA1 agonist \[[@B284]\]. 6-Gingerol acted on the capsaicin-sensitive cholinergic neurons and modulated the contraction in isolated guinea pig ileum: lower concentrations enhanced capsaicin-induced contraction, while higher concentration inhibited them \[[@B285]\]. Capsaicin also stimulated motility of gastric antrum, duodenum, proximal jejunum, and proximal colon, when intragastrically administered in conscious dogs \[[@B286]\].

*Antiadiposity (Sanskr. Lekhanya).*Pungent remedies cure obesity, according to Ayurveda \[[@B72]\]. On the other side, beneficial effects of pungency transducer activation on adipose tissue were also reported in scientific studies. Capsaicin, a TRPV1 agonist, increased synthesis of hormone sensitive lipase, lipolysis, and reduced intracellular lipid content of adipocytes in vitro \[[@B287]\]. Dietary capsaicin decreased body weight, adipose tissue, obesity-induced insulin resistance, and hepatic steatosis in obese animals fed a high fat diet \[[@B288]\].

*Channels Dilatory (Sanskr. Srotamsi Vivrinoti)*. Ayurveda states that pungency dilates and opens the channels. According to modern science, a TRP-mediated vasodilation is induced by various dietary pungent agonists (e.g., carvacrol from oregano--TRPV3 agonist, eugenol from cloves--TRPV4 agonist), as well as by heat, and several mechanisms are involved (e.g., decrease in the intracellular Ca^2+^ of arterial myocytes, stimulation of nitric oxide, prostaglandin I2--PGI2, and endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing factor, EDHF production in endothelial vascular cells) \[[@B110], [@B292], [@B289]--[@B291]\].

*Anti-Infectious (Sanskr. Krimighna)*. In Ayurveda pungent remedies have anti-infectious properties \[[@B72], [@B166]\]. We have also performed a statistical analysis in a database containing 460 Indian medicinal plants mentioned in Ayurvedic Materia Medica and found a significant association between herbal pungency*(katu rasa)* and traditionally assigned anti-infectious activity*(krimighna)* (*p* \< 0.001, OR = 3,43--8,17).

Today, scientists consider that pungency chemosensors, like TRPV1 and TRPA1, play protective roles in response to infectious stimuli \[[@B293]\]. Both TRPs are coexpressed in leukocytes and keratinocytes, cells with crucial functions in the systemic and local immune response \[[@B1], [@B293]\]. Activation of TRPV1 by capsaicin is associated with the release of two proinflammatory neuropeptides, substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP), which may increase recruitment of leukocytes to the tissue and help in protection against sepsis \[[@B294]\]. TRPV1 knockout mice showed higher susceptibility to sepsis compared with wild type, due to several immune deficiencies related to macrophages (e.g., reduced phagocytosis, decreased reactive oxygen species, decreased bacteria clearance, and downregulation of tumour necrosis factor *α* expression) \[[@B295], [@B296]\]. In an animal model, cinnamaldehyde, a pungent compound which is also a TRPA1 agonist, reduced the severity of LPS-induced systemic inflammatory response syndrome through TRPA1-dependent but also TRPA1-independent mechanisms \[[@B297]\].

*Anti-Itching (Sanskr. Kandughna)*. Pungent remedies cure itching and allergy, according to Ayurveda \[[@B72], [@B166]\]. Science has already discovered that pungency chemosensors mediate or control itching. For instance, TRPV4 expressed in skin keratinocytes functions as a pruriceptor, mediating the histaminergic itch and scratching behavior \[[@B298]\]. TRPV4 antagonists attenuated serotonin-evoked scratching in vivo in animals \[[@B299]\]. TRPA1, TRPV4, and TRPV3 expressions were increased in burn scars with postburn pruritus \[[@B153]\]. Although, in terms of pharmacological activity, science differentiates between cooling and heating pungent compounds: cooling pungent compounds (TRPM8 agonists, e.g., menthol) ameliorate pruritus \[[@B300]\], while heating pungent compounds (TRPV1 agonists, capsaicin) aggravates it \[[@B301]\]. Scientists had recently suggested that agonists of cold transduction receptors might have antipruritic potential \[[@B300]\].

*Limitations of the Present Hypothesis on Extraoral TRPs as Molecular Basis for Pungency (Katu Rasa) Ethnopharmacological Activities*. Contrary to Ayurveda, pungency is not recognized as a taste in modern science. Although pungent compounds might play the beneficial functions mentioned in Ayurveda (e.g., anti-infectious, antiadiposity), the direct contribution of pungency chemosensorial transduction pathway to these effects remains to be largely determined.

6.6. Astringency (Sanskr.*Kashaya Rasa*) {#sec6.6}
----------------------------------------

*Antidiabetogenic (Sanskr. Medohara).* Astringent medicinal plants are more likely to have antidiabetogenic activity, according to traditional Ayurveda texts \[[@B72]\] and our previous statistical study on Ayurveda literature \[[@B32]\]. Proanthocyanidins, a category of condensed tannins, have shown activities that alleviate diabetes and its complications (e.g., neuropathy, retinopathy, and nephropathy), including hypoglycemic effect, and decreased concentration of advanced glycation end products \[[@B302]\].

*Healing of Wounds (Sanskr. Vranaropana).* Herbal astringency is correlated with the property of healing the wounds in Ayurveda \[[@B72], [@B166]\]. Scientific studies showed also the benefits of tannins in the management of skin and gastric ulcers. In animal experiments, the wound covered by a chitosan-gelatin sponge loaded with tannins and platelet-rich plasma healed quickly \[[@B303]\].

*Antihemorrhagic (Sanskr. Sonitasthapana).* Astringent medicinal plants and food alleviate bleeding disorders (Sanskr.*raktapitta*) \[[@B72]\], having antihemorrhagic activity. Tannins accelerate blood clotting \[[@B304]\]. Injection therapy with aluminum potassium sulfate and tannic acid (ALTA) produces a quick hemostatic effect in patients with internal hemorrhoids \[[@B305]\]. TAPE, a potent surgical biodegradable hemostatic glue based on tannic acid, was developed to be used efficiently against tissue bleeding \[[@B306]\].

*Antiadiposity (Sanskr. Medoshoshana)*. According to Ayurveda, astringency "dries the fat" \[[@B72], [@B166]\]. Modern science says that tannins decrease the serum lipid level \[[@B304]\]. For instance, dietary procyanidins reduced triglyceridemia in vivo in one animal model \[[@B307]\].

*Limitations of the Present Hypothesis on Extraoral Chemosensors as Molecular Basis for Astringency (Kashaya Rasa) Ethnopharmacological Activities*. In contrast with Ayurveda, modern science does not recognize astringency as a taste. Presently, there are a lot of controversially discussions on the possible mechanisms for astringency detection. This gap of knowledge hindered the development of the present hypothesis. Astringent compounds might play some of the pharmacological roles mentioned in Ayurveda (e.g., antihemorrhagic, vulnerary), but we found no scientific evidence for others (e.g., sedative, styptic). Also, the direct contribution of astringency chemosensorial transduction mechanism to these therapeutic activities remains obscure.

7. Postdigestive Effect (*Vipaka*) or the Taste Beyond the Taste {#sec7}
================================================================

Every food item consisting of certain proportions of different nutrients (e.g., proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals) undergoes biochemical changes during digestion and metabolism. Similarly, Ayurveda claims that every food item has a unique composition of five elements or*pancha mahabhutas* (earth:*prithivi*, water:*apas*, fire:*tejas*, air:*vayu*, and ether:*akasha*). The nutrient may retain or not its elemental composition throughout the digestion and metabolism. The postdigestive elemental configuration is evaluated in Ayurveda through the concept of*vipaka* (postdigestive effect). Therefore*vipaka* is "the taste after the substance is digested" (Caraka Samhita, Sutrasthana XXVI.63/Ayurveda Dipika) \[[@B72]\]. Here, the term "taste" should be understood within the Ayurveda framework (as combination of two elements, e.g., sweet,*prithivi* and*apas*), not as sensorial property of the nutrient. Similarly with taste receptors, which have taste roles and extrataste roles, nutrients have sensorial taste properties*(rasa)* and extrasensorial taste properties*(vipaka)*. Some of the nutrients are chemically modified by the time they reach the extraoral taste receptors in the intestine (in ayurvedic language they come to have a different composition of*pancha mahabhutas*from the original nutrient). The resultant digestion products have a "latent taste" attribute, which does not induce a sensorial experience, but display a specific affinity for a certain type of extraoral taste receptors. For instance, dietary sucrose (having a sweet taste, or sweet*rasa*), is converted by intestinal sucrase into glucose and fructose, which have also a sweet "latent taste" (sweet*vipaka*) and therefore affinity for the sweet extraoral taste receptors.

Although these extraoral taste receptors do not mediate any taste sensation, they are still called "taste receptors." Similarly, although the products of digestion do not mediate any taste sensation, they are still characterized in terms of*rasa* (taste), and the molecular basis for this*rasa* characteristic might be their potential affinity for the extraoral taste receptors.

All nutrients show mainly three types of*vipaka*, which depends on their*rasa* (tastes) ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B72], [@B308]\]. Since*vipaka* is expressed in taste modalities (sweet, sour, and pungent) at both digestive and postdigestive levels (sweet*vipaka* helps in elimination of stool and urine and increases semen (*shukra*); pungent*vipaka* obstructs the elimination of stool and urine and decreases semen; sour*vipaka*helps in elimination of stool and urine and reduces semen) \[[@B72]\], it would be reasonable to hypothesize that*vipaka* is mediated through extraoral taste receptors or TRPs. In our view,*vipaka* is a much more complex concept and difficult to be understood than*rasa*(many related aspects cannot be explained, e.g., why the bitter and astringent tasting compounds have a pungent*vipaka*), but we estimate that its significance will be gradually deciphered, as the physiological functions of extraoral taste receptors and TRP channels will be revealed and more taste assessment studies on medicinal plants and phytochemicals will be performed.

8. Energetic Nature (*Virya*) Mediated by TRPs {#sec8}
==============================================

Herbal qualities*(gunas)* (e.g., dry-wet, light-heavy) represent other ethnopharmacological descriptors used in Ayurveda \[[@B309]\]. For instance, hot-cold properties, also known as*virya* or potency of the herb, are considered traditionally to be responsible for various activities. Medicinal plants with "hot" potency*(ushna virya)* produce a sensation of heat, have drying effect, and help digestion. Black pepper, ginger, and cayenne are typical hot medicinal plants. Medicinal plants with "cold" potency*(shita virya)* induce a cooling sensation and are pacifying and nourishing. Licorice, sandalwood, aloe, and arjuna are examples of cold medicinal plants \[[@B72], [@B174]\].

This pair of qualities (hot-cold) is used for millennia, in conjunction with herbal taste*(rasa)* to select the most appropriate medicinal plants for a patient in Ayurveda. Hot-cold classification of herbal remedies is quite common in many medical cultures all over the world (China, Europe, Mesoamerica, South America, Iran, etc.) \[[@B310]--[@B313]\]. Although certain critics considered hot-cold based selection approach of herbals to be inconsistent or abstract \[[@B311], [@B314]\], recent scientific arguments support it. A close relationship between families/major chemical compounds of medicinal plants and their hot-cold qualities was noticed \[[@B315], [@B316]\], although a previous study denied it \[[@B311]\]. Several teams of scientists reported its potential physiological basis, by showing that hot-cold medicinal plants may influence differently various parameters: the capillary red blood cell velocity in nail fold microcirculation, pulse characteristics on sphygmogram, hormonal concentrations (serum thyroxin, triiodothyronine, corticosterone, and urine vanillylmandelic acid), metabolic parameters (serum glucose, triglycerides), body weight, enzymatic activities (liver succinate dehydrogenase, liver Na^+^-K^+^-ATPase), muscle glycogen, and so on. \[[@B312], [@B317]--[@B320]\].

An excellent experimental study performed in Zoque community of healers (Mexico) has even showed that these humoral qualities represent the key predictor of herbal therapeutic uses, not being only a post hoc attribution \[[@B173]\]. Scientists concluded that hot-cold properties represent "an important cultural filter connecting organoleptic properties and therapeutic uses" of medicinal plants \[[@B173]\]. In terms of molecular basis of this nexus, we estimate that certain categories of chemosensors (e.g., TRP) may be involved. For instance, it seems that TRPs are involved not only in pungency sensation, but also in thermosensation transduction. When activated by phytochemicals, TRPs stimulate either a sensation of warmth or a sensation of cooling: TRPV1, TRPV3, and TRPV4 channels are involved in heat sensation, such as that induced by chili peppers (capsaicin) or ginger, while TRPM8 channels are associated with cold sensation, such as that induced by mint ([Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B1]\]. Interestingly, taste-guided identification of natural TRPs agonists from plants has been suggested as a bioprospecting method that might be used for development of new pharmaceutical agents \[[@B321]\].

*Cold Virya and Trigeminal Chemosensitivity.* The trigeminal nerve responsible for the somatic innervation in the oral mucosa contains numerous transient receptor potential melastatine 8 (TRPM8) channels, which are receptive to cold stimulus \[[@B1], [@B322]\]. Several typical phytochemicals derived from plants known to produce a cooling sensation are TRPM8 agonists: menthol \[[@B75]\], geraniol \[[@B323]\], and eucalyptol \[[@B323]\] ([Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"}).

*Cold Virya and Taste Cells*. TRPM5 channel, which is expressed in T1R and T2R families of taste cells (and not expressed in sensory neurons), is recognized as a taste-specific channel common to sweet, umami, and bitter-responding cells, but not salt and sour-responding cells \[[@B324], [@B31]\]. TRPM5 is activated downstream of the G protein-coupled taste receptors \[[@B31]\]. TRPM5 is also thermally sensitive, its activity increasing from 15 to 35°C \[[@B325]\]; therefore it is responsible for the taste transduction triggered by cold stimulus. Thus, scientists concluded that cold stimulus should selectively influence the perception of sweet, umami, and bitter \[[@B326]\]. These facts are interesting from an ayurvedic point of view, since sweet and bitter tastes are considered "cold"*(shita virya)* in Ayurveda, while salty and sour are regarded as "hot"*(ushna virya)*. Might TRPM5 mediate, more or less, the cold*virya* of sweet and bitter medicinal plants? Further experimental studies are required to answer this question.

*Hot Virya, Taste Cells, and Trigeminal Chemosensitivity*. TRPV1 expression in taste cells is debatable. TRPV1 transcripts have been identified in the RNA extracted from taste buds, but contamination from trigeminal endings or extragustative oral epithelium, which also expressed TRPV1, could not be ruled out \[[@B1], [@B327]\]. TRPV1 is activated by pungent compounds (capsaicin, piperine), salty stimuli, low pH, and noxious heat ([Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B324]--[@B331], [@B328]\]. These facts are significant from an ayurvedic point of view, since pungency and salty taste are considered "hot"*(ushna virya)*.

TRPV3 and TRPV4 are also expressed in the trigeminal nerve and extragustative oral epithelium, being activated by heat and various pungent compounds. Might TRPV1, V3, and V4 mediate, more or less, the "hot" quality of salty and pungent remedies?

Further experimental studies are required in order to understand the contribution of TRPs to the multimodal experience of*rasa.*

Mammalian TRP channels have not only oral location, but a broad tissue distribution (at least one type of TRP present virtually in all cells), this ubiquity bringing them to the vanguards of the chemosensorial system \[[@B332], [@B333], [@B334]\].

Since the effects of*virya* are local (oral), as well as general (extraoral), it would be reasonable to claim that the systemic/extraoral effects of*virya* may be mediated, at least in part, by extraoral chemosensorial transducers (e.g., TRP), which may (e.g., TRPM5) or may not (e.g., TRPM8) be part of the taste signaling pathways.

Nevertheless, this hypothesis on TRPs as mediator of*virya* has several limitations, not offering explanations for certain somewhat puzzling facts. For instance, why some potent agonists of TRPV1 (which is a capsaicin-like pungency transduction channel) lack irritancy or do not induce a painful hot sensation (ayur-*"hot virya"*) when applied to the mucosal surfaces \[[@B335]\]?

Why eugenol, the main phytochemical responsible for clove aroma, was found to have hypothermic effects \[[@B336]\], while clove is described as being "hot" in Ayurveda \[[@B316]\]? Why eugenol induces hypothermic effects \[[@B336]\], although it activates TRPV3 and TRPV1 (warmth transducers) \[[@B335]\]? One potential explanation lies in the ligand promiscuity of eugenol, which activates several TRPs, including TRPA1 \[[@B335]\]. TRPA1 activation elicits dual sensations, either a pungency, or a painful sensation, thus offering a potential molecular model explaining why noxious cold can paradoxically be perceived as a burning sensation \[[@B337]\].

9. Limitations of Taste as (ethno)pharmacological Descriptor {#sec9}
============================================================

The taste as an (ethno)pharmacological descriptor has several limitations. Is taste only a cultural filter for selection of herbs or does it have a physiological/biological basis? The answer to this question is beyond the purpose of the present paper, and it may be even unaccomplishable. Experts suggested that "Unfortunately, it is not possible to deduce the origin of plant uses in ethnobotanical research" and therefore we could have only partial answers concerning the reasons beyond the associations between medicinal plants and their traditional indications \[[@B176]\]. To our knowledge, there are no experimental studies that could prove a causal relationship between the herbal taste and the therapeutic activities.

Another limitation of this potential (ethno)pharmacological descriptor is represented by the extreme inter- and intravariability of taste perception. Genetic, physiological, and hormonal variation causes differences in bitter taste perception \[[@B25], [@B350]--[@B352]\]. Intraindividual sensitivity to a particular taste may vary considerably from one moment to another, being influenced by diverse factors such as smoking, fatigue, alcohol intake, and ingestion of strongly flavored food \[[@B353], [@B354]\]. Taste preferences, interpretation, and evaluation are to a large degree determined by culture, and they may further be learnt through cultural familiarity with certain foods, herbs, or drinks \[[@B355], [@B356]\], varying also between males and females \[[@B357]\]. Lastly, tastes are extremely variable as they may be masked either by certain competitive agonists for TR, or by other tastes \[[@B355], [@B358]\].

Another important limitation is derived from the existence of the extrataste effects of tastants, which may also have other pharmacological targets than TR, such as enzymes, ion channels, transport proteins, or other receptors \[[@B359]\]. Ayurveda, as well, mentions that*rasa* has not absolute supremacy in terms of therapeutic activity (e.g., certain plants act through their*virya*-hot/cold qualities, others through*vipaka*--postdigestive effect or*prabhava*--special potency). As a rule,*virya* and*vipaka* may be inferred from*rasa*, and we estimated that they are at least partially mediated by (extra) oral taste receptors or chemosensorial transducers. Although,*prabhava* is not inferred from*rasa*; therefore it may be related to these extrataste pharmacological activities.

10. Limitations of the Present Hypothesis on Extraoral Taste Receptors as Molecular Basis for the Biological Functions of*Rasa* (Ayur-Taste) {#sec10}
============================================================================================================================================

The majority of the published studies on extraoral taste receptors did not show that tastant effects are mediated by taste receptors, being based on observations made in parallel and are thus not causally linked. Knockout mouse studies are recommended to support the causal relationship and scientists expect that these will facilitate our understanding on the functional roles of extraoral taste receptors \[[@B235]\].

There are functional differences among mice and human taste receptor orthologs \[[@B30]\], and this requires adjustment of wrong assumptions that there is an identity of receptorial pharmacological profile between various species. For instance, different bitter agonists activate homologous bitter receptors in mice and man \[[@B30]\]. It is not known yet whether mice and man might have specialized TR for compounds of species-specific relevance \[[@B30]\].

Unfortunately, the scarcity of available data on the functional properties of extraoral taste receptors does not provide yet a full insight into the molecular basis of ayur-tastes and other herbal attributes*(vipaka, virya)*.

11. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions {#sec11}
============================================

This recently discovered*diffuse chemosensory system* based on extraoral taste cells represents a potential new drug target \[[@B160]\], and its manipulation through tastants could be a new frontier in both modern and traditional pharmacology.

Many aspects of the basic tastes and trigeminal orosensations are yet to be understood. Although progress has been done in discovering the functional roles of extraoral taste receptors, these are still largely not known. Further experimental and clinical studies should investigate whether a particular taste could trigger certain pharmacological effects.

The tastants activate the taste receptors, but there are also chemicals, including phytochemicals, which, on the contrary, block the taste receptors (e.g., 6-methoxyflavanones -- blockers for human bitter taste receptor T2R39) \[[@B360]\]. Up to date, these so called receptor blockers are mainly studied or used to mask certain unpleasant tastes, such as bitterness of drugs, food, or beverages \[[@B236], [@B358], [@B360], [@B361]\], but beyond such effect, these antagonists may also play other biological roles, mediated by their binding to extraoral taste receptors. Further studies are required to understand the interplay between these opposite ligands (agonists versus antagonists), their interaction with extraoral taste receptors, and their potential therapeutic roles.

Complete mapping of human body in terms of taste receptor and TRP expression is highly required in order to reveal the full meaning of*rasa, vipaka,* and*virya*concepts and their significance for health. More experimental studies that investigate comparative tissue distribution of taste receptors in the body, such as those already performed \[[@B57], [@B111], [@B362], [@B363]\], are crucial for understanding the role of taste in health and disease.

The discovery of several polymorphisms in the taste receptor genes has also raised questions regarding the potential role of these genetic variations in individual predisposition to certain diseases \[[@B23]\]. It would be reasonable to state that the constitutional types described in Ayurveda*(Vata, Pitta, and Kapha)* based on phenotype features, which are traditionally considered to be prone to develop certain specific disorders, may also be characterized by different polymorphisms in the taste receptor or TRP genes.

Integrative research in the field of ethnomedicine can do more than only speed up bioprospection for development of new drugs. It can lead to paradigm shift in all areas of medicine, revealing innovative treatments, enriching our understanding about the healing process, and opening new unexpected perspectives for human wellbeing improvement.

However, the integrative research in the field of ethnopharmacology and ethnomedicine is still in its infancy, and more efforts are required in order to reveal the entire ethnomedical significance of taste and of other ethnopharmacophacological descriptors. This scientific endeavor is not only necessary, but also urgent, in order to prevent an irreversible traditional knowledge loss. Concerning the methodology that should be used in ethnopharmacological research, Reyes-Garcia suggested that "the efficacy of a medicinal plant should be measured in a culturally appropriated way, and the failure to consider the cultural context within which plants are used can result in misunderstandings of a plant\'s efficacy." \[[@B364]\].
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![Potential physiological roles of extraoral taste receptors or other chemosensory processors (A^−^: anion, AC: adenylate cyclase, ENaC: epithelial Na^+^ channel, PLC: phospholipase C, TRP: transient receptor potential channel, TRPV: TRP vanilloid type, TRPA: TRP ankyrin type, TR: taste receptor).](ECAM2017-5435831.001){#fig1}

![Complex meaning of*rasa* (TC: taste receptor cell, TR: taste receptor, n.V: trigeminal nerve, n. VII: facial nerve/chorda tympani branch, n IX: glossopharyngeal nerve/lingual branch, r-NTS: rostral division of the nucleus tractus solitarius).](ECAM2017-5435831.002){#fig2}

![*Rasa*(taste) versus*vipaka* (taste after digestion) (TRC: taste receptor cells, TR: taste receptor).](ECAM2017-5435831.003){#fig3}

![Interferences of sweet taste and sweet taste receptor with tissue*(dhatu)* generation cycle (in Ayurveda the tissues are generated in a successive order:*rasa, rakta, mamsa, meda, asthi, majja, and shukra*.).](ECAM2017-5435831.004){#fig4}

###### 

Expression of taste receptor elements and other chemosensorial transducers in various organs or tissues (BAT: brown adipose tissue, H: evidence of TR expression in human tissues, and ?: not yet studied).

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Organ                Sweet\                       Bitter\                           Sour\                               Salty\                      Pungent\
                       (T1R)                        (T2R)                             (T~2~P)                             (ENaC)                      (TRP)
  -------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------------------
  Stomach              (+) \[[@B79]\]               (+H) \[[@B80], [@B81]\]           (+H) \[[@B68], [@B82]\]             (+H) \[[@B57]\]             (+) \[[@B83]\]

  Small intestine      (+) \[[@B84]\]               (+) \[[@B81]\]                    (+H) \[[@B68]\]                     (+) \[[@B85]\]              (+H) \[[@B86]\]

  Colon                (+) \[[@B80]\]               (+H) \[[@B87]\]                   (+H) \[[@B88]\]                     (+) \[[@B89]\]              (+H) \[[@B90]\]

  Pancreas             (+) \[[@B91]\]               (+H) \[[@B92]\]                   (+H) \[[@B68], [@B88]\]             (+H) \[[@B58], [@B93]\]     (+H) \[[@B94]\]

  Spleen               (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]      (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]           (+H) \[[@B68]\]                     (+H) \[[@B57]\]             (+) \[[@B95]\]

  Liver                \+ bile ducts\               (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]           (+H) \[[@B68]\]                     (+H) \[[@B57], [@B93]\]     (+) \[[@B95]\]
                       (−) hepatocytes \[[@B96]\]                                                                                                     

  Kidney               (+) \[[@B97]\]               (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78], [@B98]\]   (+H) \[[@B68], [@B99]\]             (+H) \[[@B93]\]             (+) \[[@B100]\]

  Urinary bladder      (+) \[[@B101]\]              (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]           (+H) \[[@B102]\]                    (+H) \[[@B103]\]            (+H) \[[@B104]\]

  Heart                (+) \[[@B20]\]               (+) \[[@B105]\]                   (+) \[[@B88], [@B67], [@B106]\]     (+H) \[[@B57]\]             (+) \[[@B107]\]

  Vessels              ?                            (+) \[[@B108]\]                   (+) \[[@B67]\]                      (+) \[[@B109]\]             (+H) \[[@B110]\]

  Brain                (+) \[[@B16]\]               (+) \[[@B111]\]                   (+H) \[[@B67], [@B112], [@B113]\]   (+H) \[[@B58], [@B114]\]    (+) \[[@B95]\]

  Respiratory system   (+) \[[@B115]\]              (+) \[[@B116]\]                   (+H) \[[@B68]\]                     (+H) \[[@B93]\]             (+H) \[[@B117]\]

  Adipose tissue       (+) \[[@B21]\]               (+) \[[@B118]\]                   (+BAT) \[[@B119]\]                  ?                           (+) \[[@B95]\]

  Bone                 ?                            (+) osteoclasts \[[@B120]\]       (+H) \[[@B121], [@B122]\]           (+H) \[[@B123], [@B124]\]   (+H) \[[@B125]\]

  Bone marrow          ?                            (+) \[[@B126]\]                   (+H) \[[@B127]\]                    (+H) \[[@B57]\]             (+) \[[@B128]\]

  Joints               ?                            ?                                                                     (+H) \[[@B129]\]            (+) \[[@B130]\]

  Leukocytes           (+H) \[[@B131], [@B132]\]    (+) \[[@B133]\]                   (+) \[[@B134]\]                     (+H) \[[@B57]\]             (+H) \[[@B135]\]

  Testis, sperm        (+) \[[@B136]\]              (+) \[[@B137]\]                   (+) \[[@B138]\]                     (+H) \[[@B57], [@B58]\]     (+) \[[@B95], [@B139]\]

  Ovary                ?                            (+) \[[@B111]\]                   (+) \[[@B140]\]                     (+H) \[[@B58]\]             (+) \[[@B141], [@B142]\]

  Uterus               ?                            (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]           (+H) \[[@B68]\]                     (+) \[[@B143]\]             (+) \[[@B144]\]

  Breast               (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]      (+) \[[@B145]\]                   (+) \[[@B146]\]                     (+H) \[[@B147]\]            (+) \[[@B148]\]

  Skin                 ?                            (+H) \[[@B149]\]                  (+) \[[@B150]\]                     (+) \[[@B151]\]             (+H) \[[@B153], [@B152]\]

  Thyroid              ?                            (+) \[[@B154]\]                   (+H) \[[@B155]\]                    (+) \[[@B156]\]             ?

  Thymus               (+H) \[[@B132]\]             (+) \[[@B111]\]                   (+H) \[[@B157]\]                    (+H) \[[@B57]\]             ?

  Adrenal glands       (+) \[[@B158]\]              (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]           (+) \[[@B159]\]                     (+H) \[[@B57]\]             ?

  Pituitary gland      (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]      (+H) \[[@B77], [@B78]\]           (+H) \[[@B68]\]                     ?                           ?
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Ethnopharmacological description of the six tastes *(rasa)* in Ayurveda \[[@B72], [@B166]\].

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Rasa\        Virya\               Guna\         Vipaka\                  Karman (therapeutic activities)
  (taste)      (energetic nature)   (qualities)   (postdigestive effect)   
  ------------ -------------------- ------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sweet        Cold                 Heavy, wet    Sweet                    Nourishing of plasma, blood, muscle, adipose tissue, bone, marrow, and semen, longevity enhancer, strengthening, antitoxic, antidipsogenic, sensorial soothing

                                                                           

  Salty        Hot                  Heavy, wet    Sweet                    Carminative, digestive, laxative, deobstruent, lubrifying, sialogogue

                                                                           

  Sour         Hot                  Light, wet    Sour                     Digestive stimulant, nourishing the heart and the entire body, sialogogue, stimulates appetite, emollient, strengthening the sense organs

                                                                           

  Pungent      Hot                  Light, dry    Pungent                  Digestive stimulant, anti-itching, anti-infectious, reduces the muscle mass, breaks obstructions (e.g., anticoagulant), purifying, clarifies the passages, helps sensorial activity, intestinal peristalsis, elimination of waste products (e.g., feces), antiswelling, channel dilatory

                                                                           

  Bitter       Cold                 Light, dry    Pungent                  Antianorexia, digestive stimulant, antitoxic, anti-infectious, febrifuge, antiemetic, milk purification, reducer of adipose tissue, muscle fat, bone marrow, lymph, pus, sweat, urine, stool

                                                                           

  Astringent   Cold                 Heavy, dry    Pungent                  Sedative, styptic, constipative (antidiarrheic), antihemorrhagic, absorptive, blood purifier, skin purifier, wound/ulcer healing, anti-adiposity
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Comparative effects of excessive dietary saltiness in Ayurveda and modern medicine (*∗* = not yet clarified/studied, *∗∗* = contradictory information Ayurveda versus modern science).

  Effect of excessive use of drugs and diet having salty taste, according to Ayurveda \[[@B72]\]                                                  High salt diet effects according to scientific studies
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bursting of inflamed part, heating sensation, inflammatory skin diseases (e.g., *visarpa --*erysipelas, herpes*, vicharcika--*psoriasis^*∗*^)   Proinflammatory effect via induction of pathogenic Th17 cells and cytokine synthesis \[[@B250], [@B251]\], increased risk of inflammatory bowel diseases \[[@B252]\], reduced immune tolerance and increased risk of autoimmune diseases \[[@B251]\]
                                                                                                                                                  
  Aggravation of Blood *(rakta)*, bleeding from different parts of the body                                                                       Hypertension, epistaxis, stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage \[[@B253], [@B254]\]
                                                                                                                                                  
  Obstruction of the function of senses, fainting, depletion of muscles                                                                           Multiple sclerosis (double vision, blindness, muscle weakness, sensorial and coordination disorders) (\>5 g NaCl/day) \[[@B250]\]
                                                                                                                                                  
  Gastric hyperacidity *(amlapitta)* ^*∗∗*^                                                                                                       High level of gastric inflammation \[[@B255]\], but paradoxical protection against duodenal ulcers by decreasing acid output^*∗∗*^
                                                                                                                                                  
  Premature skin ageing (wrinkling, graying, baldness)^*∗*^                                                                                       Potentially linked with excessive storage of Na^+^ in skin without concomitant water retention, leading to an osmotic stress in the skin microenvironment \[[@B256]\], increased oxidative stress and accumulation of peroxidative damages \[[@B257]\]

###### 

Transducers involved in thermosensation and examples of agonists (^*∗*^contradictory information Ayurveda versus modern science: evergreen tree and *Andrographis paniculata* are described as being "cold" in Ayurveda \[[@B174]\] and clove is described as being "hot" in Ayurveda \[[@B174]\], while eugenol was found to have hypothermic effects \[[@B336]\]; mint is pungent and therefore "hot" although it induces a cooling sensation \[[@B174]\]).

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TRP channels                                                                  Agonists
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cooling Sensation                                                             

                                                                                

  TRPM5 (sweet, umami, bitter taste receptor cells) (15°--35°C) \[[@B325]\]     Rutamarin (rue) \[[@B338]\]

                                                                                

  TRPM8 (trigeminal orosensation)\                                              Menthol (mint)^*∗*^ \[[@B75]\]\
  Moderate non-painful coolness (10°--28°C) \[[@B75], [@B339]\]                 Geraniol (rose oil, citronella oil) \[[@B323]\]\
                                                                                Eucalyptol (eucalyptus) \[[@B323]\]

                                                                                

  TRPA1 (trigeminal orosensation)\                                              Eugenol (clove) \[[@B337]\]\
  Noxious cold or painful cold\                                                 See also TRPA1 (pungency) under Warming sensation
  (\<15°C) \[[@B340], [@B341]\]                                                 

                                                                                

  Warming sensation                                                             

                                                                                

  TRPV4 (trigeminal orosensation)\                                              Bisandrographolide A *(Andrographis paniculata)* ^*∗*^ \[[@B343]\]\
  (\>27°C) non painful warmth \[[@B342]\]                                       Eugenol (clove)^*∗*^ \[[@B292]\]

                                                                                

  TRPV3 (trigeminal orosensation) (≥33°C) non painful warmth \[[@B332]\]        Carvacrol (oregano) \[[@B344]\]\
                                                                                Eugenol (clove)^*∗*^ \[[@B344]\]\
                                                                                Thymol (thyme) \[[@B344]\]\
                                                                                Camphor (evergreen  tree)^*∗*^ \[[@B73]\]

                                                                                

  TRPV1 (trigeminal orosensation) (\>43°C) painful heat \[[@B324]\], pungency   Capsaicin (chili peppers) \[[@B329]\]\
                                                                                Piperine (black pepper) \[[@B330]\]\
                                                                                Low pH (\<5.9) \[[@B331]\] (sour items?)

                                                                                

  TRPV2 (trigeminal orosensation)\                                              Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol acid \[[@B345]\], cannabidiol (marijuana) \[[@B346]\]
  (\>52°C) extreme heat \[[@B324]\]                                             

                                                                                

  TRPA1 (trigeminal orosensation -- pungency, burning sensation)                Allicin (garlic) \[[@B74]\]\
                                                                                6-Gingerol, zingerone, 6-shogaol (ginger) \[[@B284]\]\
                                                                                Allyl isothiocyanate (horseradish, mustard oil) \[[@B347]\]\
                                                                                Cinnamaldehyde (cinnamon) \[[@B283]\]\
                                                                                Oleocanthal (olive oil) \[[@B348]\]\
                                                                                Organic weak acids \[[@B279]\] (sour plants?)\
                                                                                Polygodial (water pepper) \[[@B349]\]\
                                                                                Perillaketone, perillaldehyde *(Perilla frutescens)* \[[@B321]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[^1]: Academic Editor: Marco Leonti
